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2018/September Braindump2go 70-705 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following are some new 70-705
Real Exam Questions:1.|2018 Latest 70-705 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 192Q&As
Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/70-705.html2.|2018 Latest 70-705 Exam Questions & Answers
Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/14gwFEuCWONHGaWfV_8h8_gf16Mt4EUS2?usp=sharingQuestion No : 45 (Topic 1)A customer has an on-premises datacenter. The datacenter contains servers that run Windows Server, Microsoft SharePoint
Server, and Microsoft Exchange Server. Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager is used to manage all client computers.
The customer licenses all users for Microsoft Enterprise CAL Suite, Microsoft Office Professional Plus 2016, and Windows 10
Enterprise E3.The customer plans to migrate some workloads to Microsoft Online Services While retaining other workloads
on-premises.You need to recommend the most cost-effective solution to license the users as the workloads migrate to Microsoft
Online Services. The solution must ensure that computers running Windows 10 can access the latest Windows features.Which
licensing solution should you recommend?A. Microsoft 365 Enterprise E3 User Subscription Licenses (USLs)B. Office 365
Enterprise E3 User Subscription Licenses (USLs), Enterprise Mobility + Security E3 USLs, and Office 365 ProPlus USLsC.
Office 365 E3 Enterprise User Subscription Licenses (USLs) and Windows Server CALsD. Microsoft 365 Enterprise E3 User
Subscription Licenses (USLs) and Enterprise CAL Suite user licensesAnswer: B Question No : 46 HOTSPOT - (Topic 1)A
company named Contoso, Ltd. plans to install Microsoft SQL Server on the physical servers shown in the following table.

Contoso needs to acquire SQL Server 2016 Enterprise licenses for the servers.How many licenses should be assigned to each
server? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer:
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Question No : 47 DRAG DROP - (Topic 1)A customer starts a project to extend its server farm to Microsoft Azure. The customer
plans to deploy virtual machines and storage for the virtual machines.The project team includes the following members:? A project
owner who will manage the project spend? An IT team that will deploy the virtual machinesThe customer already has an
Enterprise Agreement (EA) and will pay for the Azure services through the existing agreement.Which portal should each project
team member use? To answer, drag the appropriate portals to the correct team members. Each portal may be used once, more than
once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.NOTE: Each correct selection is worth
one point.

Answer:

Explanation:The Azure Account Center Portal = Project owner The Azure Enterprise Portal = IT teamQuestion No : 48 HOTSPOT
- (Topic 1)A company named Contoso, Ltd. has the physical servers shown in the following table.

Contoso needs to acquire Windows Server 2016 Datacenter licenses for the servers.How many licenses should be assigned to each
server? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer:
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Explanation:Server 1 = 8Server 2 = 8Server 3 = 16Question No : 49 - (Topic 1)A company named Contoso, Ltd. signs a new
Enterprise Agreement (EA) through which the company licenses 1,750 users for Enterprise Desktop.Midway through the second
year of the EA, Contoso decides to license all users for Microsoft 365 Enterprise E3.What is the most cost-effective licensing
solution?A. Wait until the enrollment anniversary, and then purchase Microsoft 365 Enterprise E3 From SA User Subscription
Licenses (USLs).B. Purchase Microsoft 365 Enterprise E3 full User Subscripts Licenses (USLs) for all users.C. Purchase
Microsoft 365 Enterprise E3 Add-on User Subscription Licenses (USLs) for all users.D. Purchase Microsoft 365 Enterprise E3
From SA User Subscripts Licenses (USLs) for all users.Answer: DQuestion No : 50 - (Topic 1)A customer has a Microsoft SQL
Server environment. The environment contains servers that run Microsoft SQL Server 2008, SQL Server 2012, and SQL Server
2016. Some SQL Server license are covered under Software Assurance (SA), and some are not.The license were acquired through a
Microsoft Products and Services Agreement (MPSA), an Enterprise Agreement (EA), and an Open agreement.The customer is
considering a Server and Cloud Enrollment (SCE) as a solution through which to license SQL Server.You need to identify which
SQL Server licenses must be included in the baseline. Which licenses should you identify?A. only the SQL Server licenses that
are covered under active SAB. all the SQL Server licensesC. only the SQL Server licenses acquired through EAD. all the SQL
Server licenses except those acquired through the Open agreementAnswer: DQuestion No : 51 - (Topic 1)The question requires that
you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct.A customer has a Server and Cloud Enrollment (SCE) for Microsoft
SQL Server.Midway through the first year of the SCE, the customer wants to start using Microsoft Azure services.The customer can
start using Azure services by paying monthly.Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select "No change is
needed." If the statement is incorrect, select the answer choice that makes the statement correct.A. No change is necessary.B.
without making an initial commitmentC. only by making an initial commitment of at least $1,200 US dollarsD. only by making
an initial commitment of at least $12,000 US dollarsAnswer: AQuestion No : 52 HOTSPOT - (Topic 1)For each of the following
statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No.NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

]Answer:

Explanation: Microsoft Azure User Plans are available through an Enterprise Agreement (EA) and the Cloud Solution Provider
(CSP) program. = NOMicrosoft Azure Infrastructure plans are available through the Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) program = YES
Microsoft Azure Infrastructure plans offer a fixed amount of Microsoft Azure services for a fixed cost every month. = NOQuestion
No : 53 - (Topic 1)A customer has an active Enterprise Agreement (EA) for Professional Desktop, Windows Server, Microsoft SQL
Server, and Microsoft SharePoint Server.Which benefit requires activation?A. Windows Virtual Desktop Access (VDA)B.
License Mobility Across Server FarmsC. License Mobility through SAD. Training VouchersAnswer: CQuestion No : 54 (Topic 1)A customer has an Enterprise Agreement (EA).The customer makes an annual Monetary Commitment payment of $50,000
US dollars for Microsoft Azure services through the EA.In month six of the EA, the customer makes an additional Monetary
Commitment payment of $30,000 US dollars.What will the allocated annual Monetary Commitment payment be at the start of the
second year of the EA?A. $50,000 US dollarsB. $65,000 US dollarsC. $80,000 US dollarsD. $110,000 US dollarsAnswer:
DQuestion No : 55 - (Topic 1)Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in
the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while others might not have a correct solution.After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it As a
result, these questions will not appear in the review screen.A customer has 2,000 users.The customer needs to buy Microsoft 365
Enterprise E3 User Subscription Licenses (USLs) for all the users. Additionally, the customer must purchase licenses covered with
Software Assurance (SA) on an as-needed basis for products such as Microsoft SQL Server 2016.Solution: The customer purchases
the licenses through an Enterprise Agreement (EA). Does this meet the goal?A. YesB. NoAnswer: B!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2018
Latest 70-705 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 192Q&As Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/70-705.html2.|2018 Latest 70-705
Study Guide Video: YouTube Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=m9lfVWJ9Rvk
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